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Harmony DayHarmony Day  

Create a song,
poem or dance to
celebrate Harmony

Week.
 

  A matrix to celebrate Harmony Day! 
These activities support inclusivity, respect and a sense of belonging.

Make a traditional dish
to share with others.

Write a little note
explaining why the

recipe is important to
you.

Create an artwork
about you. What makes
you special? Try using
different mediums to

create your art. Consider
digital art!

Start a family
recipe book.
Add in special

recipes, stories of
events and

photographs.  

Read pages from Philip
Bunting's Who Am I?

book. 
 Create a beautiful

illustration to celebrate
who you are to share

with others.  

Watch one of the
fantastic little 

 Harmony Week
clips from ABC

Education.  

Pick a craft activity
to complete and
display in your

classroom or home! 
 

Find out about the
local traditional

indigenous custodians.
Create a personalised

acknoledgement of
country. 

Design and make a group
quilt or jigsaw puzzle.
Each student or family
member contributes a

piece with words,
drawings and symbols

special to them.  

Create a museum
display showcasing
objects, photos and
stories. Don't forget

to make labels!  

Unique hands and
hearts.

Decorate the cut out
shape. Compare your

shape with others.
Discuss why is each is

unique?  

Flag fun
Investigate different flags

from around the world.
Learn about the what

makes one special. Design
your own flag to represent

everyone on Earth.  

Investigate
the word harmony. Why
is it important? Who is it

important to?
How can it make a

difference?  
Create a presentation.

Compliment Chains.
With strips of paper
create a compliment

chain. Offer one reason
as to why someone's

difference makes them
special. Connect them!  

Connect with the
community

to organise a special event
at your school or in your
classroom where people

from diverse communities
share with students.  

https://philipbunting.com/books/who-am-i/
https://philipbunting.com/books/who-am-i/
https://moad-web.s3.amazonaws.com/heracles-production/958/8b2/0d7/9588b20d79b0f4b67db3d6609ff40fe0bd204a49e36a4f993ba52fcf2a2f/Who%20Am%20I%20Activity%20Sheet.pdf
https://iview.abc.net.au/collection/2150
https://www.harmony.gov.au/resources/hand-tree-diy
https://moad-web.s3.amazonaws.com/heracles-production/7ee/ef9/371/7eeef937171d7fb5c038f7d0f6810c53d165ef29e82b2c3d5ff0149116ba/First%20Nations%20Activities.pdf

